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╸ Ballot Overview
╸ Q & A
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The Problem

Low Turnout Only 27 percent of 
residents turnout on 
average for city 
elections

 Lower for county, 

school board and 

other offices

 It is getting worse 

over time



The Problem

 Uneven turnout

 Turnout is sharply skewed by age, class, and 
race

 Uneven outcomes

 Winners and policies favor special interests, 
advantaged interests



Why On-

Cycle 

Elections?

 Moving local elections to the same day as 

national elections makes local democracy 

more representative

 It doubles voter turnout

 It increases the representativeness of turnout

 It makes policy more responsive to the 
average citizen



How On-Cycle Elections Work

On-Cycle Elections Make Local Voting Easier

•Voters need to learn the date of their election

•Voters need to find their polling place

•Voters need to travel to the polls

Off-cycle elections 

•Voters who are already at the polls need only fill out the rest of the 
ballot

On-cycle elections



Timing 
Impacts 
Turnout

 All 8 published studies find 

that on-cycle elections 
double local voter turnout

 Turnout jumps in cities that 
switch to on-cycle elections

 From 13 to 60 percent in 

Baltimore



Timing is almost everything

Moving to on-cycle elections is the 
single most effective change that 

localities can undertake to 
increase turnout.  

No other 
institutional or 
demographic 

factor comes close

Conversely, choosing to hold 
stand-alone local elections that 

do not coincide with the dates of 
statewide contests is the most 

effective tool for municipalities to 
reduce turnout. 



Voters in On-Cycle Elections are also More 

Representative (CA)

55.9 50.9 41.5 32.1

OVER AGE 55 SHARE

Off Cycle

On Cycle: Primary

On-Cycle: Midterm

On Cycle: Presidential



Higher turnout also impacts

Who Votes 

Higher turnout means more even 
turnout by income and party

Which Policies Are Passed

Higher turnout means more policy is 
less responsiveness to special 
interests



Objections 

to On-Cycle 
Elections

 We will have more uninformed voters

 But do we want to limit participation to the 
educated?

 We will have more complicated ballots

 But is voting on multiple days at different polls 
easier?

 We will pay less attention to local politics

 When twice as many people vote are we 
paying less attention?

 Administrative headaches

 Moving to on-cycle elections has worked well in 
the past



More 

reasons why 

on-cycle 
elections 

make sense

 On-cycle elections are popular

 70% of Americans approve

 On-cycle elections are nonpartisan

 Majorities of both parties favor on-cycle 
elections

 On-cycle elections save money

 Election costs are typically cut in half



Current Reform

 California, Arizona, and Iowa recently passed laws requiring on-cycle 
elections

 Los Angeles, Baltimore, Scottsdale, Takoma Park and many other cities 
have recently switched

 Washington State and Tennessee are considering legislation that mandates 
on-cycle elections



Cost
Turnout

Security

Ridgewood voter 

participation has 

been 49% higher on 

average in 

November than in 

April / May

Details and all sources available 

on OneVillageOneVote.com

Each local election costs 

Ridgewood taxpayers 

$40-65k

In Village Council 

election years we spend 

as much as $100k+

Each additional election introduces 

unnecessary foot traffic and added 

security costs to schools



Partisan / 
Confusing

School Budget Vote 

November elections allow a 

greater number of voters to ensure 

their budgeting interests are 

represented  

A budget vote is triggered if the 

proposed increase exceeds a 

state-mandated 2% cap

Ridgewood is an outlier – one of 

only 13 out of 560 NJ school 

districts that still vote on their 

school budgets

Details and all sources available 

on OneVillageOneVote.com



╸ Look for the Municipal Question on Page 3 of your Vote-By-
Mail Ballot

╸ Vote YES by filling in the circle completely

╸ Follow all other ballot instructions carefully

╸ Track your ballot online at njelections.org

Sample ballot shown for illustration only





╸ School taxes make up 65% of Ridgewood’s property taxes; the 
remainder is Municipal, Library, and County
╶ That 65% has remained steady for decades; school spending 

growth has grown no more than municipal and county spending

╸ From 2013-2019 we held November school elections, and school 
spending remained controlled:

School Year 

Budget

% Tax Increase 

over Prior Year

School Tax Increase on 

Avg. Assessed Home Notes

2013-2014 2% $ 203.63 

2014-2015 1.91% $ 172.08 

2015-2016 2% $ 194.65 

2016-2017 2% $ 166.29 

2017-2018 0.97% $ 76.56 

2018-2019 3.62% $ 250.71 

1.2% of this increase was due to full-day kindergarten, an 0.60% due 

to anticipated health care increases (later returned to taxpayers)

SOURCE: Ridgewood Board of Education Budget Presentations 2013-2019


